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Citizen K-9 Penguin
The “spellbinding tale” of an Alabama family and a troubled
teenage orphan: “eloquent evidence that Southern storytelling is
indeed a very special art form” (The New York Times Book
Review). In the 1940s, Coden, Alabama was a hideaway for movie
stars—an isolated playground tucked among live oaks and placid
bay waters where pleasure and vice could be indulged. By the
summer of 1974 Coden's glamour has faded, but it doesn't bother
Mimi Bosarge, who is just happy to have a job as a live-in tutor with
the wealthiest family in town, the Hendersons. When the

Hendersons generously open their arms to Annie, a troubled teenager
with no recollection of her past, Mimi's greatest concern is creating a
curriculum for the family's new ward. But it soon becomes obvious
that something is wrong. Annie seems suspiciously savvy for her
young age, and Mimi can't quell the unnerving sense that there is
something malicious about the waiflike beauty.
The Devil's Bones Minotaur Books
If only I hadn't kidnapped the dog ... but the ransom paid the
mortgage ... Now I seem to be a private eye ... I shouldn't have
listened to that ghost ... Meet Sarah Booth Delaney ... an
unconventional Southern belle whose knack for uncovering the truth
is about to make her the hottest detective in Zinnia, Mississippi ... if it
doesn't make her the deadest. No self-respecting lady would allow
herself to end up in Sarah Booth's situation. Unwed, unemployed, and
over thirty, she's flat broke and about to lose the family plantation. Not
to mention being haunted by the ghost of her great-great-
grandmother's nanny, who never misses an opportunity to remind her
of her sorry state--or to suggest a plan of action, like ransoming her
friend's prize pooch to raise some cash. But soon Sarah Booth's walk
on the criminal side leads her deeper into unladylike territory, and
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she's hired to solve a murder. Did gorgeous, landed Hamilton Garrett V
really kill his mother twenty years ago? And if so, what is Sarah Booth
doing falling for this possible murderer? When she asks one too many
questions and a new corpse turns up, she is suddenly a suspect
herself ... and Sarah Booth finds that digging up the bones of the past
could leave her rolling over in her grave.
Ghost in Trouble Kensington Publishing Corp.
“Bailey Ruth and Wiggins will delight readers who prefer their
mysteries light and seasoned with wit and the supernatural.
—Boston Globe “This could be Hart’s best series yet.”
—Booklist Spectral sleuth Bailey Ruth Raeburn from Heaven’s
Department of Good Intentions is on the case again in Carolyn
Hart’s delectable Ghost in Trouble—the third in the multiple
Agatha, Anthony, and Macavity Award-winning author’s
acclaimed mystery series sprinkled with wonderful wit and
more than a touch of the paranormal. The follow up to the
acclaimed Ghost at Work (named one of Publishers Weekly’s
Top Books of 2008) and Merry, Merry Ghost, Hart’s Ghost in
Trouble brings Bailey Ruth back down to Earth to save a
human in dire trouble…who just happens to be the phantom
problem solver’s mortal enemy.

Bones of a Feather Minotaur Books
Carolyn Haines's Independent Bones is the next novel in the series
that Kirkus Reviews characterizes as “Stephanie Plum meets the
Ya-Ya Sisterhood” featuring sassy Southern private investigator
Sarah Booth Delaney. When Dr. Alala Diakos, a visiting
professor of Greek literature, comes to teach at Ole Miss in
Oxford, Mississippi, it doesn't take long for controversy to follow.
With her fervent feminist ideals and revolutionary leanings, she
quickly earns the admiration of many—and the ire of others.
During a speech in the park, in which Alala tries to organize the

women of Zinnia to demand equal pay, the crowd gets unruly, with
men heckling the professor. And when PI Sarah Booth Delaney
finds a sniper rifle and scope in the bushes, she begins to worry
that there are more than fighting words at stake. Sarah Booth calls
her boyfriend, Sheriff Coleman Peters, who offers the protection
of the Zinnia police department, but Alala rejects him, saying she
has no use for the law or men. And when a notorious domestic
abuser is found dead the next day, suspicions turn to Alala herself,
who was overheard bragging that she would take him down.
Tensions deepen when connections are drawn between Alala and
two similar, previous deaths. But Sarah Booth doesn't want to
believe Alala is a murderer, and when the professor shows up at
Sarah Booth’s doorstep, asking her to find the real criminal, Sarah
Booth embarks on a case stretching across the Delta. Yet Alala
remains at the center of it all, and Sarah Booth can’t help but
wonder if the killer has been with her all along...
Booty Bones Minotaur Books
Heading for Hollywood to take a shot at film
stardom, Southern belle Sarah Booth Delaney
gets a starring role in the racy remake of
the movie "Body Heat," but while filming on
location in Costa Rica, the production is
plagued by mysterious "accidents."
Them Bones Macmillan
Lucinda Beckwith Long, the mayor of Athena,
has donated a set of Civil War-era diaries
to the archives of Athena College. The books
were recently discovered among the personal
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effects of an ancestor of Mrs. Long's
husband. The mayor would like wonder-
librarian Charlie to preserve them as a part
of the Long family legacy. This is no
ordinary archiving project though, as what
Charlie discovers could seriously impact
both the upcoming mayoral election and her
own livelihood.
Bones of Holly Minotaur Books
Them BonesBantam
A Garland of Bones Minotaur Books
Spunky southern private investigator Sarah
Booth Delaney tackles a string of strange
accidents while celebrating the holiday season
in Carolyn Haines's cozy A Garland of Bones
Sarah Booth has traded in hosting this
Christmas season for a road trip with her
besties. Each little Delta town has a special
Christmas activity, and Sarah Booth’s bff and
detective partner, Tinkie, has arranged to rent
a limo for the gang and drive to Columbus, MS,
to stay in a B&B. Visions of Christmas
shopping, parade floats, and romantic
rendezvous are already dancing in their heads.
But Christmas cheer soon turns to Christmas
fear when, at one event after another, people
keep getting hurt. Christmas karaoke gets ugly
when one singer’s microphone gives her an
electric shock. A party during a historic home

tour ends with a fall down the stairs for one of
Columbus’s most disreputable “players.” And when
the woman who hires Sarah Booth to find the
villain behind the so-called accidents is nearly
killed with an arrow during a holiday mumming,
Sarah Booth knows something more sinister is at
work. The Christmas bells are ringing hauntingly
in Columbus this year, and Sarah Booth and
Tinkie—with a little help from hunky Sheriff
Coleman Peters, of course—are determined to
catch the wrong-doers and ensure they receive
nothing but coal in their stockings.
The Big Chili Abingdon Press
In Carolyn Haines’s next charming mystery,
Southern belle turned PI Sarah Booth Delaney
digs into a cold case when a film crew comes to
town to research the death of a prominent
family’s son.
Bone Appétit Minotaur Books
With the acclaimed novel "Penumbra," Carolyn Haines
branched out from the cozy Southern mysteries that
made her name and moved into more ominous, more
literary territory. She continues that exploration
of the darker side of the South with "Fever Moon."
Set in New Iberia, Louisiana, during World War II,
"Fever Moon" begins when Deputy Raymond Thibodeaux
discovers Adele Hebert covered in blood and
hovering over the brutally eviscerated body of
Henri Bastion, a wealthy plantation owner. In the
aftermath of the murder, Adele claims to be the
loup-garou, a legendary Cajun shape-shifter that
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traditionally takes the shape of a wolf, and panic
ensues in this small town that already has been
living under the pressures of wartime rationing and
poverty. Raymond is determined to restore order, but
to do so he'll have to prove that Adele isn't a
murderer or a monster. In this dark and swirling
literary thriller, Carolyn Haines tells the story of
a town that is caught up in the frenzy of a murder
and a killer who feeds its terror to suit his own
purposes.

If Walls Could Talk Open Road Media
Bones of Holly is the next novel from
Carolyn Haines in the series that Kirkus
Reviews characterizes as “Stephanie Plum
meets the Ya-Ya Sisterhood” featuring sassy
Southern private investigator Sarah Booth
Delaney. Sarah Booth and Tinkie, along with
baby Maylin, are in Bay St. Louis,
Mississippi for Christmas this year, as
judges for the annual library tree
decorating contest. The other two judges are
writers Sandra O’Day and Janet Malone.
They’re bestselling Mississippi authors, but
bitter competitors. In fact, the feud
between them is the stuff of legends. For
years, they’ve brawled, their sales
skyrocketing with each cat fight. Sandra’s
most recent true crime book documents the
1920s rum-running era of Al Capone, who

built a mansion in BSL and a distribution
network for his liquor. Janet’s book,
scheduled to be published in January, is a
fictional account of the same material—which
only heightens their bitter rivalry. Sarah
Booth and Tinkie are shopping with little
Maylin when they see Sandra and Janet
outside a bookstore, fur flying, and when
Sandra vanishes from her own gala later that
night, suspicion turns to Janet. Janet
accuses Sandra of attempting to manipulate
the media by a fake disappearance, but is it
a stunt, or is something more sinister at
play? Sarah Booth and Tinkie will have to
dive deep into the history of Bay St. Louis,
and even Al Capone himself, to get to the
bottom of this case. But the trail in fact
leads them back to several prominent
families still residing in the area.
Families who may not want their secrets
known...
Fever Moon Minotaur Books
Sarah Booth Delaney, a Southern belle known for
abiding by tradition only when it suits her, is no
stranger to drama. A talented actress and a P.I.,
she's chosen to pursue a career in Hollywood when
she hears that her best friend's husband is
suddenly on his deathbed back home in
Mississippi---and he's not the only one. The
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vicious illness begins with burning fevers and
delirium, quickly plunging its victims into a coma.
The Centers for Disease Control is on the scene, but
they can't find a cure for it or the boll weevils
that are decimating Sunflower County's cotton crop.
With patients in quarantine and the whole town in
crisis, Sarah drops everything to stop the outbreak
and save the only place she's ever been able to call
home. From feuding scientists to ailing locals,
there is no shortage of bad blood coursing through
the little town of Zinnia, Mississippi, as Carolyn
Haines's often steamy and always charming series
turns equally intense in Greedy Bones.
Whiskers and Lies Berkley
Retreating to a weekend spa and cooking school
after a romantic disappointment, private
investigator Sarah Booth Delaney enjoys watching a
spiteful competition for the spa's next
spokesperson until a top contender is poisoned and
the leading suspect hires Sarah Booth to clear her
name. Reprint.

Greedy Bones Minotaur Books
Southern belle-turned-private investigator
Sarah Booth Delaney struggles to cope with
her antebellum Delta estate's local ghost,
and with Lawrence Ambrose's dinner party, a
lavish occasion that ends in murder.
Game of Bones Them Bones
The next charming mystery from Carolyn
Haines featuring spunky southern private
investigator Sarah Booth Delaney. When a

ritually murdered corpse is discovered at the
new-found Native-American temple site smack
in the middle of Sunflower County,
Mississippi, the archaeology crew on the dig
is immediately under suspicion — with
particular focus on its handsome,
flirtatious leader, Dr. Frank Hafner. So
when Sheriff Coleman Peters closes in on
him, Hafner does the only logical thing: he
hires the Delaney Detective Agency to clear
his name. Rumors swirl around Mount Salla,
the burial mound created centuries before by
the local Native tribes, and no one is sure
what the site contains — bones, pottery,
treasures, or a curse — but the victims
start to add up. Sarah Booth and her
partner, Tinkie, have too many likely
suspects to whittle down the list. It’s a
race against time once Sarah Booth’s
resident ghost, Jitty, in the guise of
various Native American warrior women,
points to the waxing of the coming Crow Moon
as the time of maximum danger. Death and
mystery cloak the site, and Sarah Booth
isn’t sure who to trust or what to believe.
But she won’t rest until she’s dug up the
truth.
Death by Chocolate Chip Cupcake Minotaur Books
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Collects nineteen short stories set in the
Mississippi Delta and involving the blues by such
authors as James Lee Burke, John Grisham, Alice
Jackson, Nathan Singer, and Les Standford.
Hallowed Bones Kensington Cozies
Jingle Bones, an e-original Christmas story
featuring Mississippi PI Sarah Booth Delaney,
offers all the Southern charm and zany adventure
Carolyn Haines's fans have come to expect--and
more. Sarah Booth just wants the perfect Christmas
holiday. Even with the dissolution of her
engagement, she refuses to lose her Christmas
spirit. But when Theodora Prince--an ex classmate
and current Pastor's wife--comes calling with a
year-old case and cash upfront, Sarah Booth must
find the truth about the boys who ruined last
year's Christmas pageant in time to stop them from
doing it again.
A Gift of Bones Minotaur Books
Three Wiccan sisters are in the midst of a showdown
with the Sunflower County Board of Education. They
want to open a Wiccan school in Zinnia,
Mississippi, and the conservative town vows to do
anything necessary to stop them from opening their
school. Sarah Booth and her partner in the
detective agency, Tinkie Bellcase, are enlisted to
investigate the Wiccan sisters' real reasons for
coming to town. The trio rented a manor house and
land from a reclusive local artist, Trevor
Musgrove. When Trevor Musgrove is found dead, all
evidence seems to point directly at the sisters. --
adapted from publisher info.
Mom Babble Kensington Publishing Corp.

In the quaint island village of Eastport, Maine,
Jacobia “Jake” Tiptree and Ellie White run the
Chocolate Moose bakery, where delicious treats take
the spotlight—but murder sometimes gets a walk-on
role . . . Jake and Ellie are taking a break from
perfecting their chocolate pizza recipe to cater a
housewarming party hosted by movie icon Ingrid
Merryfield. Miss Merryfield is famous for her old-
Hollywood glamour. Her new home, Cliff House, has a
reputation too—for being haunted. But she isn’t
concerned, and some of her guests even try to summon
a spirit during the party, using a Ouija board. What
arrives instead is a freak autumn storm that downs
an ancient tree, trapping everyone on the property
and setting the stage for a killer’s planned spree.
Though Jake and Ellie don’t intend to get stirred
into the mix, there’s no avoiding it—especially when
they witness one of the guests being shoved over the
very precipice that gave Cliff House its forbidding
name. Jake and Ellie begin sifting through suspects
and motives, a search that takes them from a long-
lost family graveyard to a wise old herbalist’s
deceptively-sweet cottage and finally to Cliff
House’s overgrown gardens. Is there some ghostly
presence involved—or a flesh-and-blood villain? And
either way, can they ensure that they avoid meeting
their very own, very permanent Hollywood ending?

Smarty Bones Minotaur Books
The southern Delta has never been more
exhilarating, evocative, and wickedly funny
than in the mysteries of Carolyn Haines. Now
she takes readers on another rollicking ride
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across the Mississippi cotton fields and into
the glamour of New Orleans…as P.I. Sarah
Booth Delaney follows a winding trail of
murder and deception into a world where
ghosts make fashion statements—and where one
person’s miracle is another person’s mayhem.
The leaves of the calendar may be shedding
faster than the sycamores on her family’s
decaying Mississippi plantation, but thirty-
something southern belle Sarah Booth Delaney
isn’t ready to sing the blues. Not when
she’s got a thriving detective agency and
the outspoken, outrageously attired ghost of
her great-great-grandmother’s nanny to keep
her on her toes. But the matchmaking phantom
may have the last word on motherhood when
Sarah Booth takes on the controversial case
of an accused baby killer. Although Doreen
Mallory’s been arrested for feeding sleeping
pills to her ten-week-old daughter, no one
could accuse her of lacking faith. A healer
who, tragically, couldn’t save her own baby
girl, born with multiple birth defects,
Doreen has her own crosses to bear. While
the local law seems convinced of Doreen’s
guilt, Sarah Booth isn’t so sure. But why is
Doreen reluctant to talk about the men in
her life? Like the televangelist who stands

to lose a lot more than his flock. Or the
married politician with family ties to the
Mob. Either of them could be little
Rebekah’s father; either of them could also
be her killer. With Halloween approaching
and her own personal life up for grabs,
Sarah Booth could use a little faith healing
herself. Torn between a married sheriff and
an old flame who’s literally sweeping her
off her feet, she’d better be prepared for
the fallout of her most unpopular case yet.
Justice may not stand a ghost of a chance as
a decades-old secret explodes, unleashing a
storm of fury on Sarah Booth and all those
she loves. Witty, suspenseful, and featuring
a cast of memorable characters, Hallowed
Bones is a riveting tale of faith, murder,
and maternal love. It is Carolyn Haines’s
most accomplished novel yet.
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